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Abstract
In social practice boundaries often have been perceived and used as a tool of structuring of the space. Spatial
structures appear as representations of different activities and patterns as public and private relationships. Formal
regulations, public attitudes forming on the basis of values system, acceptance and rejection of norms create different
forms of individual adaptation cases which are representing in planning practise and landscape as a contradictory
public and private relationships. Baltic coastal areas, Riga agglomeration, settlements structure, local suburban land
transformation processes are some of the areas have been explored. What are public and private in using of space,
where and how we can see results of that relation, how it is represented by boundaries, what are the roles of state and
local government in that interplay - are questions explored in this research. The research is based on analysis of policy
documents, interviews, landscape studies and GIS analysis.
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Introduction
Over the last few decades, Latvia and other Eastern
European countries has experienced conflict between
individual decisions and overall public interests. This
was most clearly seen in new suburban territories where
development was connected with widespread land and
housing speculation. Under market conditions, land value is
not assessed according to sustainability criteria. Latvian land
policy considers value on the basis of cadastral and market
value (land policy frameworks), which is created as a result of
both territorial planning and real estate speculation. This has
up to now deeply affected the development planning process,
especially the creation and implementation of land-use plans
(territorial plans).
Public life and territorial planning revolve largely
around the balancing of public and private relations, where
community interests and values are realised in individual
practices. Individual practices may be ego/private-centric
or dualistic, balancing individual and public interests and
thereby strengthening both. This is generally reflected in
situations of political transformation, especially in territorial
development planning.
Over the last decade, public and private relations issues
most visibly affected territories which have become spaces
for new building interests. Changes in land use particularly
became the subject of discussions and the focus of decision
making near waterways (especially the seashore) as well
as in the vicinity of valuable (including protected) nature
territories. The implementation of private rights dominates in
planning practice.
The aim of this research is to study the role of balance and
opportunities of new balancing of private and public relations
in sensitive spatial contexts. Main objectives are to work
out methodology and to examine public and private interest
representations in different Riga suburban cases.
The research is based on analysis of policy documents,
interviews, landscape studies and GIS analysis.

Private and public relations
The concept of the public interest is open to debate and
interpretation. In contrast to the private, the public does not
have a clearly defined representation body of its interests,
although it may be state administration, a social group or a
community. These bodies of public interests are imputed
with rights to represent value which transcend the individual
(Keleş, R., 2011). In the planning process, often public and
private interests are aligned using the concept of sustainability,
which has a political context. Sustainability balances between
what is and what is desired and is affected by location and
economic and cultural considerations, which are primarily
subjective (Dixon-Gough, R. and al., 2011).
From the aspect of public interests, decisions about
development mainly touch on ethical questions. Land use
ethics are based on values which cannot be considered to be
absolute and are subject to various interpretations (Beatley,
T.,1994). If territories are transformed through building, the
quality of the new land use/ living environment is important,
creating a requirement not only for new but also for a new type
of building. The public and private also join and intertwine
in the identity of place and people. This may be variously
translated, but the essence is understanding the surroundings
and finding the self in these surroundings (Keleş, M., 2009).
In both our contemporary liberal political culture and in
practice, private property does not have an absolute character.
The public trust doctrine, a principal which stipulates
that certain resources are preserved for public use and the
government is required to maintain them for the public’s
reasonable use, has been in existence for 1500 years. (Public
trust...) Today, this doctrine has both supporters who urge the
expansion of the range of regulations covered by it, as well
as critics defending private rights in the age of globalisation.
Environmental rights are connected with the public trust
doctrine, which form the basis for general human rights to
environmental quality (Takacs, D., 2008).
During the years of independence, territorial planning
has frequently not been based on justified public interests or
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values. The argumentation for values-based public interests
in the formal planning procedure tends to be weak. Values
are not clearly defined and are things we keep in mind when
making decisions moving towards the ideal, such as equality,
autonomy, dignity, honouring your mother and your father,
self-reliance, honesty, security, being content with your lot,
ownership, freedom, solidarity, personal responsibility, not
placing a stepping stone before the blind, and self-preservation.
Values are realised through objectives (priorities), which
are political and which should be commensurate. Principles
establish a transition from values which may be not concrete
and changeable to concrete action. Interests are connected
with persons and institutions which are value-defined
(Shiffrin, D.B., 2006).
Methodology: analysis of boundaries as a
representation of private and public relations
Space can be viewed as an arena for private and public
relations, where the players are various participants interested
in land-use – state and municipal institutions, private
land owners and tenants, social organisations, territorial
communities, property developers and speculators. The most
significant context is the boundary between the private and
public, which is often decisive in land use decisions. Public
and private boundaries are reflected in space, despite the fact
that at the same time the very concept of private and public is
often the subject of discussion. In the spatial context, private
and public relations are starkly represented in the case of
boundaries. Boundaries are spatially expressed as the spatial
actions of our thoughts, both in the practically observable
working environment and in formalised working documents,
stipulating the boundaries and rules of land use. Boundaries
are used as representations to describe territorial processes.
Boundaries are viewed as tools and reflections of
territorial policies. Boundaries have a number of functions:
as a spatial orientation system for people, for organising the
structure of individual and public territories, and emphasising
the heterogeneous nature of space (Šķiņķis, P., 1999). In this
sense, boundaries bring order to space in the manner required
by the individual and society. In anthropology, boundaries are
conceptualised as having little connection to land, at least not
as being restricted by land, rather they are imaginary yet at
the same time possessing real influence and consequences.
(Houtum, H.Van, 1999).
Territorial boundaries are used as strategies for setting
spatial usage rules for both public and private objectives,
including administrative territories, state borders, seashores,
border areas, agglomerations and land ownership boundaries.
Some boundaries, such as natural boundaries and personal
intuitive boundaries, cannot be evaluated functionally, even
though people assign them some functional meaning. The
demarcation of territorial differences ensures geographical
order in the management of space.
Many authors emphasise the influence of boundaries
through processes such as connection, belonging, inclusion
and exclusion. Paasi stresses the creation of boundaries as part
of territorial formation. Through the institutionalisation (place
formalisation) process they obtain boundaries and symbols
differentiating them from other territories (Paasi, A., 1999).
The concept of place is not clearly defined and everyone
understands it differently (Massey, D., 1994). Private spaces
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are restricted and protected to combine power and space (Sack,
R., 1986), which may be expressed formally, through legal
confirmation, or physically by naturally restricting the territory.
There are on-going discussions about the role of
boundaries in the era of globalisation. The role of boundaries
in determining place is stressed (Harvey, D., 1989, Anderson,
D., 2001) – the greater the level of disintegration, the more
people become attached to places. Boundaries become a tool
for discussing the identity of places. The classification of
places and their spatial categorisation permits the cartographic
comparison of differences in spatial institutionalisation,
identification and expression (Sassen, S., 1999).
Border cases
We examine public and private interest representations in
three different spatial situations. Firstly, the shore of the Baltic
Sea, where there is greater relativity in both boundaries and
values. The specifics of the seashore are largely influenced by
natural processes, and here the human presence is represented
in the landscape forms from both the individual and public
standpoint in a comparatively weak physical reflection of
interests. Secondly, the spaces on city outskirts, which are
characterised by the presence of greater individual interests,
less clearly defined public interests and complex private-public
relations. Thirdly, territories in which special environmental
protections created over a longer period, therefore also public
space usage requirements, play an important role.
The coastal area
While the Baltic coastal area is a Latvian territory of
national interest (LIAS), its boundaries have not been clearly
established. This is a naturally and functionally distinct public
space where large areas mostly untouched by human impact
have been preserved. Almost half of the seashore space is
covered by some form of natural protected territory status.
Roughly one third of the seashore space is uninhabited. At
the same time, there is high demand here for building plots.
Large village and city territorial areas are reserved in planning
documents, covering around half of the territory. However,
these territories also have large areas of natural landscapes,
including forests and protected biotopes (Pužulis, A., 2010).
Usage of the seashore space is regulated by the Protection
Zone Law, which stipulates internal technical structural and
formal guideline planning requirements (Protection Zone
Law). It also stipulates the boundaries of coastal territories
and provides for their definition in municipal territorial
planning (Pužulis, A., 2010). The law technically stipulates
property rights and restrictions, building, fencing, sea access,
forest usage, risk territories, recreational use of the sea, use
of subterranean resources, rules for behaviour by tourists and
visitors and references to action in addition to alignment by
state institutions. The main criteria for determining coastal
protective zones are formal location within the boundaries of
an inhabited area and the existence of a protected biotope.
The result is that the boundaries of a specific zone often
depend on interpretations by public institutions, which in turn
affects private owners’ rights to land usage.
Access to the sea and natural objects such as dunes, lakes
and rivers is an issue of accommodating public and private
interests. Many private land blocks block access to the sea
or free movement along rivers. Access is ensured by rights
of way and planning tools, however at present there are
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no legal instruments for realising planning requirements.
Municipalities do not own property with which they could
implement requirements for accessibility and parking areas.

in Ķekava Parish, almost all of the land belongs to private
owners, except for the main roads, which are state owned, and
small parcels of land near public, municipal-owned buildings
(Ķekavas pagasta teritorijas plānojums). This ownership
structure was created during the land restitution period and
today completely limits opportunities for developing the
public space.
The street is one of the functional public spaces, creating
access and serving as a meeting point for people. The few state
and municipal streets do not provide access to land blocks.
During subdividing, in many places streets were not provided
for or, based on the Civil Law, were allocated the minimum
width of 4.5 m, which is insufficient. Many places presently
face the situation where streets are formed after houses are
built. Rights of way and common property are used to this end.

Figure 1. Coastal area between private and public
The seashore is subject to extensive erosion (around 120
km in Latvia). Because the shore has not been surveyed, the
beach, which is located between the sea and the part of the dry
land covered with continuous vegetation and which according
to the Civil Law belongs to the state, does not have a clear
area. Usually the beach is state property, but as the shoreline
is washed away there are places where private land impinges
on the beach or even the sea. In such cases the Civil Law
stipulates that the land becomes state property, but the order
in which this happens is not regulated. The result is a formal
conflict between unclearly defined state (public) interests in
relation to beach ownership rights and the private person’s land
ownership rights. This is a unique situation wherein there is a
natural transformation from one management form to beach,
resulting in a change in the public character (accessibility) of
the land from public to private. Beach management is another
problem arising from the shifting coastline.
City outskirts space
The Riga suburban area or the Riga agglomeration is the
second of Latvia’s defined national interest spaces. After World
War II, Riga developed rapidly and its suburbs expanded. In
the Soviet era territorial development was compact, typified
by separated inhabited sites established either on the basis
of old manors or in new places as economic centres, garden
cooperatives or as continuations of the outflow of urban Riga
beyond the city limits. For the first decade after the restoration
of independence, growth in the existing compact structures
continued. But over the last ten years, new areas were rapidly
planned and built up. So-called “meadows’ villages” sprang
up. The plans did not fulfil spatial organisational functions.
Bank lending created a new value system, and private houses
in new developments outside Riga followed the developers’
wishes rather than planning principals for inhabited sites.
In the immediate vicinity of Riga, agricultural land was
divided into formal villages, which were in essence single
addressing and record keeping territories. The developers’
detailed plans and land improvement projects almost
completely covered the territories of these “villages,” but
they were not mutually aligned. The village territory included
historic structures, new projects, garden cooperatives and
free, unutilised agricultural land (LIZ...,2010). In one of the
territories studied in detail, Katlakalns and Rāmava villages

Figure 2. Boundaries structure in the new “planned”
suburban settlement Ramava
Another problem is real life compliance with the cadastre,
because in some places streets provided for in the cadastre have
been built over. This has had an effect on street management,
with streets that are uncompleted and/or not cleaned in winter
found in many places. The fact that the streets formally
have private owners hampers the development of public
infrastructure because the approval of all owners must be
received (The Civil Law).
The territorial plan is a promise of the future land use.
Almost all of the territory of the formally planned villages
is intended for private use, for residential or commercial
building. A few public territories are planned in existing
public territory.
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Figure 3. Settlement structure in Riga suburban area
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The dominance of private property severely limits the
potential for developing public places. Only a few public
function sites are concentrated in old centres – schools,
kindergartens, sports fields, playgrounds, public halls,
libraries, post offices, bus stops, information stands and
shops. The new villages only have houses.
Here, the various developer projects were created with no
regard for public space, utility connections or communications.
This has also left its mark on the social space, with
a lack of integration between the residents of new and old
villages. According to survey data (Iedzīvotāju aptauja,
2011), inhabitants of old centres do not regard new arrivals
as “their people,” even when the new structures form a single
compact village. In the case of the “meadows’ villages”
residents identify themselves as part of a larger territory
with no reference to the nearest place names. Some identify
themselves as residents of Riga. The result is a socially,
mentally and spatially fragmented local society mainly
using the services of Riga. Conflicts between landowners
are resolved through court practice, while the ordering of
territorial status is the primary everyday function of municipal
governments. The solution here can be sought in local land
policy and the creation of joint infrastructure. Another
equally serious challenge is to create a spirit of collective
responsibility and partnership in communities with regard to
territorial management (Intervija.., 2011).
Environmental protection territories
Environmental protection territories represent public
interests via the state using specially protected territory status.
They are specially planned (nature protection plans), with
differing land uses anticipated for various. Other territories may
be used for other purposes, including building. In Latvia, land
use in protected nature territories is regulated by environmental
protection laws and the Protection Zone Law, resulting in
territorial planning requirements. Environmental protection
practice is realised in two ways – through the state representing
the overall public interest and playing the role of development
restrictor – which tend to differ from municipal community
public as well as private interests. Spatially varied territorial
interests are realised functionally and from an administrative
and management aspect in the overlapping of various territories.
To a large extent this is reflected in the overlapping of various
spatial belonging and usage regime boundaries.
One of the most typical such spaces is the contiguous and
overlapping area formed by the City of Jūrmala, its adjacent
municipal territory, the seashore and Ķemeri National Park.
The territory of Lapmežciems municipality consists almost
entirely of the Ķemeri National Park and part of the Baltic
seashore zone (Ķemeru nacionālā parka...); just 8% of its
territory is not covered by special environmental protection
restrictions, but even these areas are subject to special city
outskirts forestry management conditions. Large private
landholdings have historically developed in Lapmežciems,
which are currently in restricted areas with strict management
rules. However, as is the case with other city outskirts and
seaside municipalities, here there are also ambitious plans for
building (Lapmežciema novada teritorijas plānojums). In a
situation where territorial planning and the building process
must be aligned with the national park administration and
various other national territorial management institutions,
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interpretations of regulations of public and private relations
acquire great significance.
The Riga suburban forest belt is another example of a
complex boundary space. Here there are also large protected
nature territories restricting commercial infrastructure
development projects. Riga Forests and Latvian State
Forests are monopolists in the environmental protection and
commercial usage spheres in large territories in the Riga Area.
Soviet-era protected forest zones are no longer in effect in the
outskirts of Riga. Pursuant to the Protection Zone Law, these
are stipulated by municipalities agreeing on restricted forestry
zones, but in reality only small areas are covered. Other forests
are being subjected to commercial use or transformation.
Dune forests surrounding Riga are being felled for timber,
which was not permitted for at least 150 years previously.
Some are transformed for building or recreational functions.
Two forestry management organisations, Riga Forests and
Latvian State Forests, institutionally represent the public
interest, however their commercially motivated activities not
infrequently lead to doubts about the extent of public benefit
gained from comparatively intensive forestry activities
versus sustainable solutions. A very special case in this space
which is virtually closed to commercial activity is the City
of Riga underground water protection zone territory. In this
space, the planning process is almost entirely implemented
through institutional alignment between the state and large
enterprises, a formality based on the a priori assumption that
their competence and activities represent the overall public
interest.
Conclusion
The public space is not only linked to public sector land
ownership or land use for public functions. Rather, it is a
much broader concept, since the public space is a component
of the cultural environment encompassing access, social life
and community-forming factors. The boundaries between
various legally and spatially morphologically or mentally
differing spatial segments cannot always be clearly identified
as representations of the character of social relations. Under
Latvian conditions, they indirectly characterise the structural
differences in public-private relations.
In almost all of the aforementioned cases there is a lack
of practices for balancing public and private interests. In the
case of the city outskirts, the dominant private interests do
not create obvious contradictions with overall public interests
as such; rather, they create an ignorant situation in relation to
community interests. This has happened due to a lack of values
transcending the individual and a vision of their benefits and
to alignment as a social communication process. In social
practice, private and public relations involve balancing,
in which rights and responsibilities play an important role.
This is even more significant in situations where individual
interests are more clearly represented (agency) than public
ones. Here the individual/private is connected with efficiency
and rationality. Participatory responsibility is essential for
achieving publically significant actions. The responsibility
of each individual in the community context is important.
Individual relations must be formed as socially comparable
co-responsibilities (Lenk, H., 2009).
The present situation, which stands out most clearly in
the Riga suburban forest space, also creates a lack of balance
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from the aspect of interest representation due to the nonexistence of private and community interest representation.
This deficiency leads to a deficit of balancing practices as a
component of social control mechanisms. In both extreme
cases, there is a lack of socially meaningful discussion about
public and private values and relations. It is reduced to merely
formal legal interpretation, therefore an interpretive legal
practice and legal culture is not created.
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